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ALICE Celebrates our Latinx/Latina/Latino
and Hispanic Employees
At ALICE we are celebrating all of our Latin American and
Hispanic team members during what is traditionally known as
National Hispanic Heritage Month in the United States. To learn
more about the history of the holiday and our choice to widen
our reach, read more on pages 4-5.
We asked several team members to share their stories with
us. This could feature their heritage, culture, identity, country,
childhood memories, celebrations, traditions, foods, or any other
areas that remind them of home. Please enjoy getting to know
our team starting on page 3.

¡Bailemos! ALICE Spotify Playlist
What better way to learn about other cultures than listening to
the rhythms that move them? Check out THIS Spotify playlist
curated by our team! You can also find the link when we share it
on #company-general Slack channel for a curated playlist. Don’t
hesitate to reach out to your colleagues who added these songs
to chat about your favorite songs from the playlist! Enjoy while
you are cooking empanadas, salsa dancing, or creating papel
picado for your next fiesta!

I was born and raised in the city of Guayaquil, Ecuador.
My dad is Ecuadorian and my mom Peruvian, so I grew up
between Lima, the capital of Peru, and Guayaquil. Guayaquil
is the country’s biggest city and the main port, becoming a
conference and business hub for the country. Even though
Ecuador is a small country, is very rich in diversity, we have
the Coast, Highlands, and the Amazon in the continent and the
Galapagos Islands. The Galapagos is our main tourist attraction,
a UNESCO World Heritage site where Charles Darwin studied
and developed his theory of evolution by natural selection. If you
enjoy hiking, we have the Chimborazo volcano. The summit is
known to be the farthest point on the Earth’s surface from the
Earth’s center since we are located in the equatorial line. Given
the diversity of the country, you can enjoy four different nature
scenarios without traveling too far.
Camila Zenck-McKay
Recruiting Associate
Ecuador

My Mom was born in L’aquila - Italy, and my grandparents
decided to move to Venezuela after the WWII. They arrived to
the country with nothing more than a chest of clothes, and from
there they started a whole new life. My Dad was born and raised
in a tiny campestre area of East Venezuela, where they grew
sugarcane and sold it as “Papelon” or “Panela” (a block of sugar
cane juice reduction). I grew up with a lot of nature contact, we
had a lot of dogs and chickens, and a lot of land with fruit trees.
I enjoyed the best mix of Venezuelan seafood and Italian kitchen,
and still enjoy it. One of my favorite weekend plans was going to
the beach, which was a 30 min drive, and that probably made me
get into surf later. Venezuela has stunning beaches and natural
places overall, after migrating, besides my family who mostly live
there, nature is what I miss the most.
Jesús Aguilera
Director of Engineering
Venezuela

I grew up in Cali, Colombia, a place that is labelled la Sucursal
del Cielo (the doorway to Heaven) and where there is always a
good excuse to go Salsa dancing or sit in a corner shop eating
Pandebono (cheese bread) and Coffee. Even though I am half
Colombian and half English, I have always felt a special bond with
the legacy and heritage from our Latin Culture. The happiness
and warmth that characterizes the people from my country
makes me feel at home. This is the same feeling that my English
mum experienced when she first arrived in Colombia in 1976.
I feel very proud of my Latin/ Colombian heritage.”
Gabriel Mejia
Sales Development Representative
Colombia

History
September 15 - October 15 is Hispanic Heritage Month
The US has been observing Hispanic Heritage Month for over 30 years “by
celebrating the histories, cultures and contributions of American citizens
whose ancestors came from Spain, Mexico, the Caribbean, Central America,
and South America.” In 1988, President Ronald Reagan expanded Hispanic
Heritage Week, which had been introduced 20 years earlier by President
Lyndon Johnson. Why these dates? This month is widely celebrated across
Hispanic countries. The day of September 15 is significant because it is
the anniversary of independence for Latin American countries Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua. In addition, Mexico and
Chile celebrate their independence days on September 16 and September
18, respectively. Columbus Day or Día de la Raza, which is October 12, falls
within this 30 day period.

Why companies are choosing to adopt “Latinx”
Heritage Month and other variations of Hispanic
Heritage Month
Latinx represents people in the communities of Latin American countries
who do not identify with the gender binary. We also want to be inclusive of
Indigenous communities, Brazilian and other non-Spanish speaking people.
While there’s a lot of overlap between “Latinx” and “Hispanic,” the two
terms aren’t interchangeable. The main difference between “Hispanic” and
“Latinx” is that “Hispanic” refers to anyone whose culture’s primary spoken
language is Spanish (which includes Spain, but not Brazil), while “Latinx”
refers to anyone whose cultural heritage is based in Latin America (which
includes Brazil and the Caribbean, but not Spain).
Some people may have a strong preference for one over the other, for very
different reasons. “Hispanic” was introduced as a census identifier to group
together people of vastly different cultures and identities, whose sole tie
was the fact they spoke Spanish, typically as a result of colonization.
Saying Latino, Latina, or Latinx, by contrast, groups people by geographic
origin. “Latinx” is a gender-neutral form of Latino or Latina, as is Latin@,
but neither translates so easily into Spanish — some people outside of the
United States might use “Latine” instead. How people choose to identify is
complicated. “About half of Hispanic adults say they most often describe
themselves by their family’s country of origin or heritage, using terms such
as Mexican, Cuban, Puerto Rican or Salvadoran, while another 39% most
often describe themselves as ‘Hispanic’ or ‘Latino,’” Ana Gonzalez-Barrera
wrote for the Pew Research Center. According to Pew’s 2020 research, only
around 3% of respondents used “Latinx” to describe themselves.
Learning about these differences can help people understand that the
Latinx (or Hispanic) community is not a monolith, and the people who make
up these communities bring lots of different experiences and identities to
the table.
Citations
https://www.hispanicheritagemonth.gov/about/
https://www.cultureamp.com/blog/latinx-heritage-month

My father was Italian and my mother is Portuguese, but they met here,
in Argentina. The best memories I have are from the times when the
whole family gathered together to enjoy an “asado”, “empanadas” and
“mate”. Now that I think about it, it was strange that two families with
completely different traditions enjoyed a so typical Argentinian ritual.
Maybe that reflects how welcoming this country is.
Paolo Stancato
DevOps Engineer
Argentina

I was born and raised in Buenos Aires, Argentina. I lived there till I
was 26, then did a 6 year New York experience, and in 2018 finally
moved back 6 blocks away from the place I grew up. All my greatgrandparents (or great-great-grandparents) moved from eastern
Europe escaping religious persecution, so I’m paler and more
introverted than your stereotypical latino, but still 100% one.
Andrés Taraciuk
Front End Engineer
Argentina

My grandma was originally from Chihuahua, Mexico who ended up
an orphan in Pueblo, CO. She married my Papa Ellis who she met
in the same orphanage (Sacred Heart) whose mother was also
from Chihuahua. Although my grandma died before I met her, her
legacy lives on in our family through her green chili recipe and my
dad’s guitar playing.
Alex Ellis
Implementations Lead
Mexico

I was born and raised in Los Mochis, Sinaloa. This is the only city in all
of Mexico that has the four methods of transportation: air, rail, sea, and
land. Fun fact, my mom was born and raised in Badiraguato, Sinaloa
(yes, the town where El Chapo is from). If you have ever watched
Narcos on Netflix, you would certainly now who el El Chapo is. My
mom’s town is where I would spend my summers, being surrounded of
cows, chickens and farms lands, that made my childhood the happiest
memories that I have.
Diana Osuna
Account Manager
México

My father is Mexican-Chinese and grew up in Coahuila, my mother is from
Tamaulipas; both are northern states that border the US. My hometown where
I grew up, Piedras Negras, Coahuila, is where nachos were invented! Coming
from a musical family, nothing beats getting together to sing, play, and dance to
norteñas, banda, tejano. Some of my fondest memories are waking up Sunday
mornings to barbacoa de pozo made by my dad and uncles, celebrating my
quinceañera with friends and family, going to the feria (featuring family-fun,
music, food from all over MX, artesanías mexicanas), and helping my güella
(grandmother) with her garden of herbs and plants for cooking and natural
remedies. When I graduated from high school in Texas, my entire family
(cousins, aunts, uncles, siblings, parents) went on a long road trip, visiting the
states of Mexico from the north all the way down to the Yucatan peninsula.
Our family wanted us to see, experience, and learn about how beautiful our
Mexican heritage, culture, and people are and the diversity across the entire
country. From the Pyramids of Teotihuacan, beaches of Acapulco, mummies of
Guanajuato, Chapultepec Castle, and everything in between. I dream of doing
that with my family again. I go to Mexico many times a year and I can’t go too
long without it. ¡Viva México!
Aileen Jiménez
Associate Product Manager
México

I was born and raised in Los Angeles, one of the great “melting pot” cities of the United States. I am
Mexican-American, commonly referred to as Chicano. I am from a multi-ethnic family -- my mom
is Mexican and my dad is Irish. Both come from working class families, but my mom had a lot of
siblings and the family did not have a lot of money. My parents met in Hollywood (California) at a
wedding. My dad was in the wedding party; my mom was there because her mom made the bride’s
dress. My grandparents were born in Sonora, Mexico, immigrated to the US, and settled in Arizona as
farmers. They later moved to Los Angeles to seek more opportunities for their children. I remember
my grandmother coming over to help my mom when I was a kid. She was a tireless worker and an
excellent cook. She made many great Mexican dishes, but I especially remember homemade tortillas
and buñuelos. And of course, tamales or menudo on special occasions. My mom is also a great
Mexican cook. Enchiladas, chile rellenos and tostadas were common in the family dinner rotation.
Unfortunately, my mom didn’t speak español in the house unless my grandmother was visiting, and
then it became a mix of español and “spanglish.” My mom never fully explained why, but I believe it
was a misguided belief that speaking english exclusively in the house would help her children succeed
in school and therefore in life. I’m still a little resentful about this; I feel I missed out on more fully
experiencing and appreciating the culture from which I descend. I am now raising my own multi-ethnic
family. We have two daughters, Maya and Carmen. They are both interested in learning español and I
will not let my mom repeat the mistake -- grandma speaks to them in español! When/if we get out of
the pandemic, we dream of taking our girls to Mexico and touring Riviera Maya and Playa del Carmen.
Until then, we’ll settle for a road trip to Baja California!

Lee O’Donnell
Information Security Director
Mexico

Both of my parents are from Spain, and I had the privilege of spending some of my childhood
there. I have so many fond memories, like summers spent between the Pyrenees Mountains
and at the beach in Calafell, a coastal town in the Mediterranean. If you’re ever in the
Pyrenees, make sure you visit one of the many villages, like Villanovilla, Hecho, or Ansó - their
buildings are all made of stone and you can have the best tapas or caña (small beer) at the
local pub. Some of my favorite summer memories are our hiking trips with my grandparents
- we would go berry-picking and my grandmother would make the best homemade jam! A
unique holiday we used to celebrate was Saint George’s Day (Sant Jordi in Catalán). On this
day, loved ones exchanged books and roses as gifts - you could say it’s Catalonia’s version
of Valentine’s Day. My mom’s side of the family is from Zaragoza, a beautiful city whose most
distinct landmarks are the Cathedral Basilica of our Lady of the Pillar and the Aljafería Palace
- a medieval palace built in the 11th century! I’m so proud to be part of an amazing, rich culture
and I get to relive it every year when I go visit my family in Spain.
Kenya Puig
Product Owner
Spain

There is only one thing that all Spaniards do at the same time no
matter where we are in the world. I love this special tradition that we
have. For NYE we all eat 12 grapes at midnight following the strikes
of a really antique clock (dated from 1866) located in the center of
Madrid (Puerta del Sol). Sadly I missed it one year when I was living in
MIA. I had a party at a place where I needed to get in before midnight
and the doorman would not let us enter with our grapes :( sadly we
had to discard them to be able to get in.
María José
Key Account Manager
España

My maternal grandfather was born in Galicia, Spain. Around 80 years ago he
came to Brazil alone, at only 15 years old. Sadly he died before I met him. It’s a
coincidence that I had the chance to get to know his motherland when I was a
teen, close to his age when he left. It was a great educational trip, funded by
Xunta de Galicia, throughout the entire region, where I could get to know a bit
about the Celtic culture and also walk a small part of the Camino de Santiago.
Talita García
Graphic Designer
Brasil/Spain

I’m 100% Colombian and Caribbean! I grew up eating ‘mote de queso’, a special
Caribbean soup made from an ultra salty and delicious cheese, and playing hide
and seek with friends in the streets of our neighborhood. I preferred hammocks
to cribs and my Lita (grandma) has been the center of our lovely family forever.
Colombia is a paradise and I’m fortunate to find its treasures every day. Joy,
resilience, and kindness, are just a few words that could describe us.
Camila Blanco
Customer Support Representative
Colombia

My parents were born and raised in NYC as they were a secondgeneration Puerto Rican migrates. They moved back to the island in the
late 80’s to start their own business and family. This is where I come in,
born and raised on the Island with heavy NYC influence, I was viewed
as a migrate from the US. At the age of 13 I moved back to the US
and was again a migrate. It has been a common theme in my life that
has identified me with both cultures. One of my favorite memories of
growing up in Puerto Rico is having two Christmas, one on December
25th and we did all over again on January 6th for Three Kings Day. In
Puerto Rico Holidays lasted one extra week and I absolutely lived for
it. If you ever find yourself exploring the beautiful island of Puerto Rico,
I highly recommend doing a night tour in the Bahia Bioluminiscente in
Lajas. The bay is always filled with bioluminescence organisms but the
best time to visit is during the winter. Pure magic.
Julius Rodriguez
Customer Success Specialist
Puerto Rico

My family parents were born and raised in Azogues, Ecuador, a small city in La
Sierra (the Andean highlands). Growing up as a child, I have been able to go back
and forth from the US and Ecuador and it always felt like two different worlds
and homes. I really appreciated the close feeling you had when being in Ecuador
like everyone knows each other. Nature is packed in this small country with nice
surfing coast cities, Andean mountain ranges, and even the Amazon rainforest.
Jonathan Carangui
Technical Support Specialist
Ecuador

I believe one of the things that best defines me is my Hispanic heritage
and culture. I have had the privilege of growing up in the United States
and Costa Rica. My parents ensured I had a culture where I learned
the language, watched popular TV shows (El Chavo, Don Franscisco)
and listened to music (Juan Gabriel, Juanes, and Selena). I have vivid
memories of putting on shows as a kid in my grandmother’s living room
and serenading the local neighborhood during Dia de las Madres. As
a parent, with a little girl of my own, some of my best moments are
teaching my daughter the language, introducing her to Hispanic food
and recipes that have been passed down several generations. I look
forward to seeing my daughter grow and teach her family and include
her friends in our heritage rich in food, art and classic traditions.
Valerie Coello
Director of Implementations
Costa Rica

I live on an island in southeastern Brazil called Vitória, for that reason I have
countless childhood memories at the beach, and growing up close to nature. I was
in the ocean so often that my fingers were always water-wrinkled, and my house
had grains of sand spread everywhere. I consider myself extremely lucky to have
grown up in such a beautiful and uncomplicated city, where I could fly kites in my
neighborhood and play with the kids on my street.
Natalia de Luna
Design Intern
Brasil

Endless checkout lines at grocery stores. 3-4 hours in a traffic jam
trying to get to the beach. Big family meetings with barbecue and beer.
Music with debatable quality but sticky chorus lines. Sun, sand and
sea. TV shows that would be banned today.This would be a typical long
weekend growing up in Latin America. Absolutely chaotic and we loved
every minute of it.
Roberto Röseling Badô
DevOps Lead
Brasil

One of my favorite things about being born and raised in Brazil is living
in an endless summer. The sun, the heat and the blue days spread
across our people, our music, our art, our food and our lifestyle, all
year round. The energy and warmth of our people is incomparable
and I would never trade it for anything else. To me, personally, there’s
nothing in this world like the feeling of late November/early December,
right before summer officially begins, when we start hearing the
cicadas at sunset.
Henrique Stocker
Product Designer
Brasil

I was born in the city of Rio de Janeiro, in the state with the same name, in
Brazil. My parents are from two different cities in the country. My mother is from
João Pessoa, in the state of Paraíba, in the Northeast region of the country,
and my father is from the city of Belém, in the state of Pará, located in the
North region. Brazil is a very large and diverse country, with 5 main regions
that have typical dishes and cultures. As we are from 3 different cities, I grew
up in a family with very diverse influences, which made me value local cultures
a lot. I really appreciate the part of my childhood and adolescence when I
had the opportunity to travel with my parents to various states of the country
(I’ve already traveled to 11 of the 26 and I probably want to continue traveling
to more!), and be able to try several amazing typical dishes. Certainly one of
the things I value most about local cultures is the food. I believe I know more
typical dishes from my parents’ states than those from my own city hahaha. So,
I wanted to share two extremely nostalgic dishes for me: Tacacá and Agulhinha
Frita. Tacacá is a broth of indigenous origin, typical of the North region, usually
served in a gourd, consisting of a mixture that contains tucupi broth, cooked
tapioca gum, jambu and dried shrimp. Agulhinha, on the other hand, is a small
fish, that has a long and thin beak, which resembles a needle, which is why it
has its name.
Clarissa Lira
Graphic Designer
Brasil

I’ve lived most of my life in Rio de Janeiro and one of the most
fantastic traditions from the region where I grew up takes place on
the Day of Saints Cosmas and Damian, on Set 27th. That’s when
locals distribute candies to children as a way of honoring or fulfilling
promises made to the twin Saints. I remember very well going out with
my sister and hours later we would go back home with lots of candies!
Happy kids! Cosmas and Damian died around 300 BC and, for having
practiced medicine without charging for it, they became saints. They
gave candies to sick children in order to alleviate the suffering. From
that, the tradition of distributing sweets arose, celebrating the joy and
innocence of children.
Fernando Chaves
Product Designer
Brasil
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